MONUMENT TYPE: BERNTSEN A1NB

DEPTH: 1.4'

NAD 83(86) COORDINATES:
NORTH: 1830289.672
EAST: 2988475.688

RECOVERED / ESTABLISHED BY:
TIPPECANOE COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE
SECTION CORNER PERPETUATION PROJECT
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
20 N. THIRD STREET
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 47901
(317) 423-9262
MICHAEL J. SPENCER, COUNTY SURVEYOR
DALE L. GRIMES, PLS. PROJECT MANAGER

WITNESS DETAIL

COUNTY ROAD 950 S.

A - WITNESS SIGN POST ON LINE TO P-43 303.7'
B - 3/4" x 3' 6" PEER CEMETRY "VESTER & ASSOCIATES" 2905.8'

PLEASE EXERCISE CAUTION WHEN RECOVERING MONUMENT

REMARKS:
THE BERNTSEN A1B MONUMENT REFERENCED ABOVE WAS SET AT THE MIDPOINT OF THE LINE CONNECTING MONUMENTS ESTABLISHED AT O-41 AND O-41. NO DOCUMENTED HISTORY WAS FOUND. NO EVIDENCE OF PREVIOUS MONUMENTATION WAS FOUND.

WITNESS DATE: 27 NOVEMBER 1995
CORNER REFERENCE BOOK 13, PAGE 2

WITNESSED BY: DG#RL#AR

DALE L. GRIMES, PLS #S0452